
SP0088-SP0089 - Performance
New full-rim Performance style combining design and technology. The straight, slim temples seamlessly insert under 
the athlete’s helmet, even during sports events. Temple tips have a rubberized internal surface that increases the grip 
of the frame for greater stability. The branded nose pad adapts to the face to ensure a perfect fit, while front ventilation 
holes prevent the lens from fogging during intense sports. The style, conceived with a spheric lens, makes it possible 
to use a clip-in that is useful for all athletes who need a sports frame that can mount prescription lens inserts. 

SP0088 - Eye 150 - Base 6 - Bridge 00 - Temple 125
SP0089 - Eye 144 - Base 6 - Bridge 00 - Temple 125

ADIDAS SPORT EYEWEAR: 
PERFORMING VISION
adidas Sport Eyewear frames are designed to optimize sports performance. The new SP0088 and 
SP0089 styles offer an additional prescription lens to fit inside the frame to ensure perfect vision to 
people who need prescription eyewear to practice their activities.

The extreme technical quality of the frames and the details studied to ensure the best ventilation 
and maximum grip are further enhanced by the possibility of combining the styles with a practical 
and comfortable optical lens calibrated to the diopters of each athlete.
 
A clip-in mechanism lets you safely attach this separate optical lens to the nose pad in a quick and 
easy way without altering the performance of the sunglasses.

Produced and distributed by Marcolin, the eyewear will be available starting mid-September in 
selected opticians and on www.adidaseyewear.com
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MARCOLIN
Marcolin is a worldwide leading company in the eyewear industry founded in 1961 in the heart of the Veneto eyewear district, in Italy. It stands out for 
the unique ability to combine craftsmanship with advanced technologies through the constant pursuit of excellence and continuous innovation. The 
portfolio includes house brands (WEB EYEWEAR) and over twenty licensed brands. Through its own direct network and global partners, Marcolin 
distributes its products in more than 125 countries.
WWW.MARCOLIN.COM

http://www.adidaseyewear.com
https://marcolin.picturepark.com/s/7XZgCABm

